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Governors State University reception honors former Governor Jim Edgar
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider, editor-in-chief
Governor Jim Edgar,
former Governor of Illinois,
was among the guests honored at Governors State
University's special holiday
reception, Friday, December
10.
During Edgar's term
of office, 1991-1999, Governors State University has
seen an overall increase in
enrollment of over 20 percent, of which over 28 percent are women and over 68
percent are minorities. GSU
has added II new programs
to the curriculum while eliminating programs that had
become unnecessary.
Edgar supported
separate governing boards
for each Board of Governors
universities giving them
"grassroot control in the
university's local input and
community pride."
"I believe strongly
in higher education," he
stated, "And I am very proud
in what Governors State University has accomplished,
especially in such a short
period of time."

Former governor, Jim Edgar (left) with Sam Schneider, one of
the many students he greeted and spoke with at the December
19th reception.
Photo by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider

Sports, society, and culture
by Stephanie Peterson
He was nicknamed
Sweetness in college for his
sweet running style, known
for his aggressive business
style, his patience with fans,
his heart, and as an all around
nice-guy. Walter Payton, an
American football hero--our
football hero--will be remembered forever for his passion
for the game and life.
Sports and sports figures influence and change our
culture in a variety of ways;
the legends of the game leave
legends in the culture. In order to understand how sports
effect culture, we must first
look at how the mass media
and sports have interacted
with one another in the past.
Historically, sports
and culture have changed
enormously, each relying on
each other for the change. "
By 1990, sports had attained
an unprecedented prominence
in the daily lives of millions of
Americans, and this remark-

able development had been
achieved in great part through
the steamboat, the railroad,
the telegraph, the Penny
Press, the electric light, the
streetcar, the camera, the bicycle, the automobile, and the
mass production of sporting

tionizc transportation methods in America.
As the mass media
has moved from the telegraph,
the newspaper, the radio and
the television, so too have
sports. Sports scores were
transmitted by the telegraph
system, statistics and scores
could be found in every newspaper, and television and cable
have several sports channels

parents spend hundreds of dollars 011
Michael Jordan shoes and jerseys
goods," stated Jon Betts in his
article The Technological
Revolution and the Rise of
Sport.
Urbanization
of
America lead to a need for
commercialized spectator
sports and industrialization
allowed leisure time for players and spectators to enjoy
the sport. As the spectator
sport became popular, players
and fans used steamboats to
get to each event; sports
brought about the income
needed to change and rcvolu-

that operate around the clock.
As the newspapers
started mass producing it became a common practice to
dedicate a section of each paper to the news in sports. The
art of sport writing developed
in the early 1990's as did
sports medicine and announcing. It was not until recently
that studies proved that journalism and sports arc linked
together.
According
to
Leonard Koppctt in his book
continued on page 2

Governors State University President Paula Wolff
unveiled a relief portrait of
Edgar commemorating his
term of office. The portrait is
the newest addition to the Hall
of Governors at GSU where
the former governors of Illinois arc recognized and honored.
Commenting
on
Wolff's retirement from the
position of the university's
president, Edgar said, "I don't
have to tell you what a great
job Paul Wolff has done and
GSU will miss her."
Six other dignitaries
were honored at the reception. Monsignor Ignatius
McDermott, recipient of Honorary Doctor of Letters from
GSU in 1998, celebrated a
newly endowed Governors
tat
niv r it Scholarship
in his name. He awarded John
Ccbukar, Jerri Gang, Tiffany
King, and Victor Wabomncr
scholarships for continuing
their studies in Substance
Abuse Counseling.
Senator Lawrence
Walsh and Representative
John "Phil" Novak were acknowledged for their contribu-

tion to GSU. Novak spoke to
the GSU audience stating, "I
have traveled around the state
on the Interstate (expressways) and almost every university has an exit."
He noticed that GSU
had no immediate access to
the Interstate and continued
to say that $1 million has been
allocated for studying and
planning an exit off of the expressway at Steunkl Road ncar
Exchange Avenue.
Commenting that
more people were recognizing
Governors State University,
Walsh stated, "We know what
a wonderful facility we have
here."
The reception was
also in recognition of Richard
G. Gibb, retiring president of
Governors State University
Foundation Board of Director
and Frances Grossman, retiring member of the Governors
State University Board of
Trustees. In conclusion,
Harry Klein's appointment to
the Board of Trustees.
Several GSU
students, staff, faculty, and administration attended the event,
continued on page 2
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Oops!
There were a few errors in the January lOth artilce En~rgy boost~d in D~parhn~nt of Public Saf~ty. Hannah
Lee is a Public Safety officer, nota telecommunications
officer; Colleen Busche is the new telecommunications
officer, and Gilbert R.ivers (the •s• was omitted from his
name) assisted extensively during the Millennium Con·
ference and Jean-Batiste Artistide's visit in October. The
INNOVATOR apologizes for these errors and omissions.
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Sports

continued from front page
Sports Illusion, Sports Reality, "It
is the public's perception of sportsthe general public's and the various
specialized public's-that counts. The
business of staging games relies on
the impressions of the customer, and
those impressions are formed only
through the connecting links of
words and pictures. Only through
newspapers, magazines, radio and
television can the consumers-the
spectators-get the information that
they need." Newspapers rely on
sports for articles and sections as
sports rely on newspapers for keeping the fan informed.
In recent years sports figures have had enormous effects on
society. As Michael Jordan , the
mega sports star of our generation,
retired numerous local television
channel stopped programming and
moved to live coverage of his press
conference.
In the recent death of Chicago Bears legend Walter Payton,
newspapers and local news used
nearly seventy-percent of their time
and space to cover his death .

O.J. Simpson changed how
we look at athletes in his highly publicized trial for the murder of his wife.
As sports have evolved in the mass
media so has the way in which we
represent teams and athletes.
Michael Jordan, through
basketball, has become an American
hero; a legend of his time. Children
of all ages look to him as a role
model. They dream of the day that
they will become the next Michael
Jordan. How is it that a sports figure
has moved from an athlete to a hero
and a role model?
In our current culture,
sports have not only built themselves an American institution but
a major economic institution .
Michael Jordan has promoted cars,
cologne, jerseys, shoes, cartoons,
telephone services, underwear, and
even soap. We have lead Americans
to feel, although we can not slam a
ball or drive past Starks in the final
game, that we can become Michael
Jordan. We have taken the sport out
of the sport figure .
Parents spend hundreds of
dollars on Jordan shoes and

Reception
continured from front page
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held in the Hall of.Govemors. Also in
attendance were several members of
the Board of Trustees.
Members of the Governors
State University Board of Trustees include Sally Jackson, president, Bruce
Friefeld, Barbara "Bobbie" Peterson,
Maria D' Amezcua, William McGee,
Kristi DeLaurentiis, and Harry Klein.
The Board i expected to reach a decision in the coming week to appointment a new president of Governors
State University. The three candidates presented to the board by the
Search Committee are Wilson
Bradshaw, currently provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs at
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania, Stuart I. Fagan, currently the provost and vice president for Academic
Affairs and professor of Political Science at Roosevelt University, and
Beverly J. Schmoll, dean of Graduate
Programs and Research in the Physical Therapy Department at the Univer ity ofMichigan-Aint.
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jerseys.Teenagers and adults wear
his cologne and pay thou sands of
dollars to drive a car with his name
inscripted on it ' s side. Sports have
influenced the society to search for
materials to make us what we can not
be.
A question that must be answered is why and when does a
sport figure from the back-page or
sports section of the newspaper
move to the front page of the paper?
Most of us in the Chicago
area and across the country were
saddened by the death of Walter
Payton; he was a legend of our time
and his death was untimely. In reviewing the newspaper when Payton
died, an obituary for Carolyn Brenner
took only a paragraph in the paper.
Carolyn Brenner, with quit a famous
theater career, taught children with
learning disabilities and founded
Tikvah [Hebrew word meaning hope]
Institutes for Children With Learning Disabilities . Brenner had dyslexia and was diagnosed with diabetes in her forties when she decided
to leave the theater and teach. I feel
it is a sad day when the newspapers
have a sixteen-page tribute to a footballlegend but give only a paragraph
to a teacher and founder of educational organizations . As a culture
we thrive on prominence and are
overwhelmed by celebrities especially sports figures .
O.J. Simpson is a prime example of a sports figure who will not
be remembered for the game he
played but rather his impact on our
culture. In a year long televised trial
covering the murder trial of his wife,
Nicole Brown Simpson , stories of
Simpson ' s trial were plastered in
newspapers and television across
the country. Simpson, an all-star
football player, was no longer known
for his sport but for the crime that
he may had committed. Americans
sensationalized the crime, dug deep
into Simpson' life, and surrounded
themselves

in facts and opinions. Talk about
Simpson was at work , at home, socially on a daily bases, television
shows centered on the case, and latenight talk shows made laughs about
the trial. When Judge Ito gave a notguilty verdict, millions of Americans
threw huge celebrations and when
convicted in a civil trail , riots
erupted. O.J. Simpson is only an athlete, he did not solve world hunger
nor did he make peace with Iraq, but
as a culture we surrounded ourselves in his daily life and let him
influence our society.
Sports and sports figures influence our society in both good and
bad ways. Children find role models
in Michael Jordan, Tiger Woods, and
Mark McGwire. They look to them
for ways to act and perceive them as
the ultimate hero, the broadcasting
of sports has led to a commonality
of American citizens.
The Olympics once known
for a competition for the individual
athlete has evolved into a display of
pride for each country involved ,
sports bind us internationally to
other countries by means of competition.
In today's American society
sports play a major role in our culture. As spectators , we find ourselves dressing , speaking and acting like sports figure s. The commercialization of sport s star s ha s
changed the economy and image of
America . We no lon g er look to
sports for entertainment but now for
means of living our life. As we encourage the younger generation to
seek good role models we must encourage them to find mentors in
other places then sports.
When a twelve year old child
can recite Michael Jordan's statistics
but can not tell you who Bill Clinton is
we must question the value of what
we are teaching our youth. Sport figures are good role models but they are
not the only role models.

Campaign 2000 on the Web
by Judy Simoni
In addition to television and
mass media, the Web will have an effect on the year 2000 election. This
election promises to be one of the
most important and interesting in recent history because there are many
important issues to debate, and with
no incumbent running, there are many
candidates. It is expected that more
of these politicians will campaign on
the Web because it is cheaper.
However, the speed of news
traveling on the Internet will leave
little time for candidates to respond
to their opponents attacks, switch
campaign direction, and change their
advertising.
Also, candidates who have
been attacked may then use the speed
of the Web to counter-attack negatively instead of communicating important information needed by the
public.
Confused voters may be left
without a clear picture of where candidates stand on the issues.
According to an "E-Voter 98"
study on the reactions of New York
Times readers to ads on the Internet,
online negative political advertising
is already out there. Those exposed
to negative political banner ads found
the candidate less favorable than
those in the control group who had
not seen the ads. The banner ads had
a greater impact on independent voters and on those who were frequent
Web users than on voters who did not
use the Web often.

Even the award winning New
York State Democratic Party Web site
enables users to click on what is called
''The Bush Report." These pages compare the Republican candidate to a
brand of beer and chronicle critical
quotes from various media.
On a more positive note, the
site also give voters the ability to link
with other campaign Web sites. Vice
President Gore's site offers a click
through to his stand on issues, complete with options for video. It also
provides access to membership in
GoreNet, a youth group; a children's
page, "Just for Kids;" and registration
for campaign updates.
Gore's Democratic opponent
in the primaries, Bill Bradley, has a site
which offers a clickable map of the
United States to access information
about voter registration. Users can
interact with campaign staff and contributions are accepted online with a
credit card.
Republican candidate George
W. Bush provides similar menus to
the Gore and Bradley sites. His site
also allows users to personalize their
own Web page with campaign information that is important to them. Both
the Bush and Gore site are also available in Spanish.
The number of these political
sites are growing. A "Campaign &
Elections"magazine survey showed
that 63 percent of political elections in
1998 had a Web site. Almost 86 percent of campaigns with a budget of $1
continued on page 3
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continued from page 2

million had a site, whereas only 54 percent with budgets under $50,000 had
one.
Even so, politicians have just
begun to use the power of the Net.
Few of them use E-mail to communicate with constituents, probably because of the generation gap. Younger
people are make more use of the
Internet, for the mos! part. However,
most politicians were not raised with
the Web.
Political advertising on the
Internet seems to work. Jesse Ventura
won the election for Governor of Minnesota in 1998 largely because of his
extensive presence on the Web. Now,
there is a site to draft Ventura into the
year 2000 presidential campaign.
Ventura also has a site for the Reform
party with opportunities to click on
candidates Pat Buchanan and Donald
Trump, as well as Republi can John
McCain. The ite even takes orders
for campaign buttons!
On a serious note, there is empirical evidence that online political
advertising has a significant effect on
the opinion of those exposed to it.
Therefore, voters surfing the Net for
information on candidates need to be
aware of the negative aspects present
in adverti~ing there, as well as on the
mass media. It is necessary to pay attention to the issues and ignore the
negative inferences to make informed
decisions. One of many ·ites that provide overviews of all candidates and
their platforms, plus links to their sites,
i policy.com.
In the future, Americans may
even cast their votes over the Internet.
There are pro and cons to voting on
the Net. Critic warn that if a thumbprint is the only authentication necessary to vote, the opportunity for
fraudulence is abundant. While supporters laud the convenience, not all
constituencies have access to the
Web. The poor, elderly and rural re idents in particular may have their right
to vote compromised.
Further study need s to be
done before American can begin to
vote on the Web. Maybe the Internet
itself will facilitate the discu sion and
decision making.

Beyond Stephen King
by Cindy Kansoer-Schneider, editor-in-chief
"Dead man walking" did not
preceedSteven Roach like it did in
King's, The Green Mile. Nor was he
escorted to "Ole Sparky" to be executed on January J3tb, but a flurry of
controversy was still triggered in the
media.
Roach, 23, admitted to the
shotgun slaying of his 70-year-old
neighbor, Mary Hughes, December 3,
1993. After he shot her, Roach took
$60 and credit cards from Hughes'
wallet and took her car. He stayed in
different areas in the North and South
Carolinas.
Three days prior to Roach's
execution, Douglas Christopher Thomas received a lethal injection. He was
17 years old in 1990 when he shot and
killed the parents of his 14-year-old
girlfriend, Jessica Wiseman. Wiseman
was also convicted of the murders, but
she was too young to be tried as an
adult. She served seven years in a juvenile prison, the maximum penalty,
until age 21 and was relea ed in 1997.
Since the reintroduction of
capital punishment in 1976, heated
debate of great magnitude have risen.
Of course the issue of whether the
condemned individual truly committed
the crime is at the forefront. The Appellate Courts are de igned to prevent
penalizing an innocent individual, but
there are flaw , just like any other ystem.
The governor of the tate, in
which the execution is to take place,
can commute a death sentence to life
impri onment, but thi rarely happen .
The aforementioned courts are suppo ed to determine if a person received
a fair and just trial and if the sentence
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Abbreviations
The nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of
campus rep.

fit the crime he/she was charged with.
Thus, the last minute telephone call
giving the person reprieve is seen more
in the movies than in real life.
Morbid curiosity prompted
me to seek information on which states
did or did not have the death penalty.
Of the 50 states, 33-Illinois is one of
them-have the death penalty. But
some strange information as to the
method of execution surfaced and, in
some cases, dumbfounded me. Up
until this January, Florida used the electric chair-named "Old Sparky"-as
its sole means of execution.
At present, all 33 states have
lethal injection and it is the preferred
method. But inmates may choose another method. Electrocution can still
take place in Alabama, Arkansas ,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Nebraska,
Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tenne see, and Virginia. Strange, but true,
seven states have a lethal gas chamber. Stranger yet is that a person can
still be hanged in Delaware, Montana,
New Hampshire, and Washington. But
three states, Idaho, Oklahoma. and
Utah have the strange t alternative
method: firing squad.
Aside ·from how humane a
method of execution is, opponents to
capital punishment argue that killing
is wrong. They have a viable argument. Does it make ense to convict
someone of the crime of murder and
turn around and execute that person?
This i a contradiction of what the law
states.
But government official· are
under the pressure of the rehabilitation of an individual. If the per on is
released and commits murder again, the

officials come under fire for releasing
a criminal to commit the same crime. If
it is deemed that the person cannot be
rehabilitated and serves life in prison,
the taxpayers are screaming that they
are being punished for the crime by
paying for the upkeep of the criminal.
It's a lose/lose situation.
Roach and Thomas freely admitted to their crimes. The uniqueness
of their cases is that they were juveniles when tried and convicted. It is
argued that as juveniles, they should
not have received the severe penalties that they did; they could have been
rehabilitated.
Roach, though penitent, did
not know why he killed his neighbor
and friend . He stated that his parents
were going through a difficult divorce
and he alleged that his father had
blamed him for the divorce. Roach
went to check on Hughes and when
she opened her door, Roach shot her.
He had no explanation for his actions.
Thomas admitted that what he
did was wrong and he should be punished, but he stated: " But to pay the
ultimate price while my co-defendant,
who is just as guilty as I am, has been
released to go on with a normal life .. .is
a little extreme."
In another case of a juvenile
being tried as an adult, Nathaniel
Abraham was prosecuted and convicted of first-degree murder.
Abraham, who will be 14 years old
hortly, was II when he shot and killed
Ronnie Greene, Jr., 18, in 1997. He was
given a combination ·entence of juvenile detention until the age of 21, followed by a decision of whether to end
him to an adult prison. Prosecutor
argued that it was impossible to know
whether Abraham would be rehabilitated by the time he was 21.
We will never know if Roach
and Thoma could have been rehabilitated, but the penal system has in ured

by Sean Moody
When I was shoe shopping
recently, I heard a sale woman refer to
a pair of Timberlines as "Tims".
I had never heard them called
that before. I thought it wa kind of
cool.
It got me thin ·ing about abbreviations and the \\ay we use them,
especially when we are talking about
our own field of expertise. When we
gain knowledge in some field our language often changes to renect that and
often time without us even realizing
it.
I recently heard an English
teacher refer to the class, Literary Criticism a Lit Crit. She cut an eight-syllable phra e down to two syllables that
rhyme. Very hip.
·
I worked at a butcher shop for

two years, and the butcher referred
to baby back ribs (which were very
good by the way) imply as "back
ribs''. Now this is. in my opinion, an
unfortunate abbreviation becau ·e the
phrase "baby back ribs'' roll· off the
tongue so nicely. But by abbreviating
this phra e. they cut it from four ·yllables to twQ, so off went baby to the
abbreviation wasteland.
What i intere ·ting though, i
that by force of habit I would refer to
these rib · as back ribs even when I
was talking to customers, who clearly
knew them as baby back ribs.
I'll bet a few of the customers
wondered what wa up with me. Was I
in such a hurry I couldn't take the extra half-second to pronounce the word
baby'? Certainly not. Was I trying to
impress customers with hip meat department lingo? Doubtful. It just happens. Each and every job, field of
tudy, sport, you name it, has its own

abbreviations, jargon. or lingo .
Oftentimes we are not even aware we
are using it.
Have you ever listened to a
conver ·at ion between two people who
work at the Board of Trade'! It's like
they ' re peaking another language.
Just try to follow a conversation tilled
with puts and Oc' and Dows and
tcenie . I find it ' be t ju ... t to nod my
head and play along . "What's that. you
old the Oc puts for eight and three
teenies? Excellent. I would ha\'e done
the same thing." Translation: I don't
have the slightest clue what you're
talking about.
Abbreviations are a cool aspect of language that ju t naturally
happens when we gain knowledge in
some field. They function a · a linguistic membership card that lets others
know that we're in the know.
And, I've gotta tel! ya, I'm really digging my new Tims.
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Technology
What is MP3?
by Adriana Smith
The tenn MP3 can be
defined in a variety of ways.
The most commonly used definition of MP3 is a fonnat for
compressing and storing
sound. It is also a way to download free music from the
Internet.
MP3 is a promotional
vehicle for musicians, as well as
a piracy threat to the recording
industry. In fact, MP3 just o
happens to be one of the hottest discussed topics in the
Internet music cene today according to the July 8 i sue of
Rolling Stone magazine. A
person can liter.llly down load
thousands of MP3 file in every mu ical style with the possibility of achieving near CD
quality audio.
The only thing a pcron would need to take advantage of the benefits of MP3 is a
semi-fa t Internet connection
and a free player. MP3 allows a
person to digitally download
music free of charge, where as
in the past; it had to be purchased. However, with every
good thing come the po sibility that there is a negative lurking somewhere on the horizon,
and MP3 is no stranger to thi s
possibility. Not all of the files
on the Internet are legally obtained; therefore, one may risk
the po sibility of infringing on
copyright laws.
MP3 is not really a new
technology. MP3 's origin dates
back to the late-eighties, when
researchers began exploring
ways to compress digital audio
into less storage pace.

MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) Audio
Layer III-MP3 for short, was
one of the standards developed from these efforts.
Uncompressed CD quality
stereo sound requires roughly
1OMB of disk space per
minute, however, MP3 has the
ability to lower audio's need
for storage by about ten times
this number. This technology
works similar to the JPEG format.
JPEG compresses images by throwing away image
data our eyes do not directly
detect. MP3 works roughly in
the same way; it relies heavily
on perceptual coding techniques that eliminate those
portions of an audio signal in
which our ears do not hear
well. With this type of technology, enabling one to store
so much music in such a small
file or even customizing their
own mu ic free of charge, one
could almost see why MP3
has taken off like a rocket.
What makes MP3
magic is the free, or nearly" free,
tools for playing and making
MP3 files and the staggering
number of MP3 files available
for easy downloading . The
word free for some reason alway did have a way of catching virtually everyone's eye.
It is believed by Chuck
Lenatti, in the Augu t 1999 issue of Upside magazine, that
college students could have a
lot to do with the explo ion of
MP3 on the Internet. Lenatti
said college students are using
e-mail to indi criminately send
recording industry products
free to fellow revolutionaries all
over the globe.
One can only guess
how deep of an impact MP3 has
had on the mu ic scene. However, a digital weekly called
MP3 Impact, was quoted as

saying in the July 1999 Rolling
Stone magazine, that in early
May, the song entitled "My
Name Is," recorded by artist
Eminem, was the most pirated
song on the Internet and it was
downloaded more than 221,000
times in a single week. nus type
of practice could cause the recording industry to go into a
panic.
Without question,
MP3 is on the verge of changing the entire face of the music
industry. With CO's costing on
an average of$14.00 each, certainly the clue word here would
be free mu ic. However, recording artists do not seem to be
complaining about the transition to MP3. In fact, some artists see MP3 as a great opportunity.
Up until now, it is
noted that artists only received
approximately 10% on the dollar, if that. MP3 is not as much
of a threat to the artist as it is to
the recording industry. The
reason for this is that the industry would not reap the financial
benefit from mas · downloading
of MP3 's, whereas, the artist receives all that much more exposure and popularity.
As the MP3 move
picks up, more and more artists
are finding that they do not
need to endure recording a
dozen ong just to ell one album. Artist will be able to ell
ongs by the piece and thereby
working out a better deal for
themselves.
The Web has presented an excellent channel for
advertising and promotion at a
small fraction of the cost
charged by the traditional media. No longer will a smaller, less
popular artist have to stand at
the mercy of the demands of the
recording Industry.
According to Chuck D
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aaatal111C8 for atudenta who are working and going to
college. Unbeltewablel That's what I alld when I found
out how much I could rec:etve by JU•t working part·time."
UPS offers much more than you'd expect from a
part·tme job, like great atarting pay of $8.SO.$G.SO per
hour, aet work schedules, weekly paychecks and Iota
of great benefits.

1·888-4UPS•JOB
Acau Code: 3354

I >r< I
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of the popular rap group, Pubic
Enemy, in the March 1999 issue
of Wired magazine, "the execs,
lawyers and accountants, are
now running scared from the
technology that evens out the
creative field and makes artist
harder to pimp."
The opportunity for
the artist to achieve exposure
is much easier now, and definitely less costly. In February
of this year, many of the wellknown Web-wide search engines introduced MP3 search
features to make their users
happy.
Startups have begun
launching MP3-specific search
engines and portals. Lycos has
introduced one of the largest
search engine with more than
half million MP3 ongs. Snap,
Excite and HotBot also feature
many MP3 search options.
Michael Robertson,
CEO of MP3.com, an Internet
site which has devoted its entire site to downloadable MP3
file ongs, came aero s ornething that yielded him much
success. Robertson has made
this Internet Company, or ecommerce business, the only
site where they ask for your security clearance says Mark
Stevens, a general partner of
Sequoia Capital and a director
ofMP3.com.
What Robertson has
done is to come up with a new
plan; one that ecms to make
MP3.com a marketing vehicle
and record label that is much
friendlier to the artist. When
an artist signs up with
MP3.com, they must agree to
give away one song which visitors can download free of
charge.
If a visitor decides to
order a full CD of that artist's
music, Robertson presses the
CD and ships it to the buyer.
The artist is allowed to set the
price of the CD, and therefore
get 50% of the price of every
CD sale. This practice allows
the artist to keep full control of
his master recording.
Thanks to the free
songs, Robertson has built one
of the most popular MP3 sites
on the Web. According to Jodi
Mardesich, author of Fortune
magazine May 10, 1999 issue,
MP3 .com now has approximately 250,000 hits per day. So
far, they have downloaded 18
million songs and have yet to
pay a penny for one.
As previously mentioned, with every good thing
comes the po sibility that there
is a negative lurking somewhere
on the horizon. Even in light of
all the great assets that come
along with MP3, controver y
still runs wild.
The Internet has
brought about many changes
in the way we communicate today. Although the songs on
the Web site, MP3.com are not
pirated; there are hundred's,
maybe even thousands, of sites
that are. Piracy appears to be a
major problem with MP3 technology according to the recording industry. The Internet is not
really regulated, therefore, it is
quite difficult to ascertain which

Earn money and marketing
experience! The nation's
leader in college marketing is
seeking an energetic.
entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events

on campus.
•
•
•
•

Great earnings
Set your own hours
Part-time
No sales involved
• S-10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campt•srep

amencanpassage com

sites are illegal and which are
not.
Now comes the question: is MP3 legal? The answer to this question could
vary, depending upon where
one might obtain their MP3
files.
If someone has
downloaded a free MP3 file
from an official Web site or
clearing house, such as
MP3.com, or even created
their own MP3 files from
their personal collection of
audio CO's, then it is considered legal as long a they
keep the files to themselves.
It is also legal to convert
MP3 's and burn them onto
standard audio CO's, as
long as the CO's are for their
own personal use .
However, if one finds
them el e downloading several commercial recording artists in MP3 format from other
sites, chance are, they are
obtaining pirated mu ic. Even
some of the legal Web sites like
MP3.com are faced with lawsuits.
In the May 1999 issue
of Emedia Professional magazine, Michelle Manafy stated,
in hopes of controlling music
downloads, IBM and all five
of the major record companies
are currently testing a secured
downloading system called
the Electronic Music Management System (EMMS), in up
to 1,000 cable modem-con nected broadband homes in
San Diego.
Those who are participating in the trial have been
asked to purchase EMMS protected CO-quality albums from
the Internet and then burn the
files to CD-R discs. The test
is expected to last more than
ix months and seeks to ensure interplay with existing
and future devices and to help
prevent further piracy of music.
As Negroponte stated
in his book, Being Digital,
there would be a lot of piracy
going on in the future, and piracy probably will always be a
challenge for the industry as
a whole.
MP3 has also made
it possible for the big recording labels to possibly
lose the edge they have
which keeps them on top. In
addition, one could easily
believe that sites such as
MP3.com have made great
strides, thus giving this
technology the ability to
take some of the market
share away from the recording industry and finally give
it to the artist themselves.
But one must remember the most important
question is who's getting
paid.
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Reflections

Literary Supplement
Book Review

Stephen King's, The Green Mile
by

Cindy Kansoer-Schneider

"John Coffey-like the drink
but not spelled ihe same" is indelibly
etched in the reader's memory of Stephen
King's, The Green Mile. But there is
much more to this story than what first
seems to greet a person first meandering
through the first few pages.
First published in 1996 by the
Penguin Group, New York, The Green
Mile was unknown to most readersother than those who are avid King followers-until the release of the storybased film by the same name. It was first
presented as a six-book serial that made
you wonder what was running through
the pu lisher' · mind. But King point d
out that people become an equal participant with the writer while trying to guess
the next twist of the story. He also stated
that "one read and experienced these sto-

ries more intensely ... because they were
rationed." This aside, I found his style
pretty much the same by keeping the
reader wanton to see what is around the
next comer and, yet, at the same time,
dreading acquiring the knowledge.
The Green Mile, however, is
more than a battle of good versus eviL It
is a complicated read that deals with personal issues of right and wrong and everything that falls between the two ends
of the spectrum. Mostly it shows the
frailty of people and unpre-dictability of
human behavior. Even Coffey, portrayed
as a Christ-like ligure, had his dark mom nt when dealing with Percy Wetmore
and William Wharton-definitely two of
three villains of the story.
I'm not urc if there is a hero to
the story, but if there is, it has to be Paul

Edgecombe. He was theE block super"hcad scrcw"-but that is not what
makes him the hero. Edgecombe treated
people with dignity and respect and accepted their errors in judgment and behavior-even in himself-without passing judgment.
But the most lovable character
is Mr. Jingles who shared an extraordinary gift with Edgecombc-or curse.
depending on your point-of-view-that
Coffey bestowed on the two of them:
nearly eternal life. I wonder if outliving
most of your friends, family, and loved
ones could be considered a gift when
ou are left alone with only your memories to keep you company whiling away
the hours. Does this make Edgecombe
the hero of the story or the author the
villain?

On golden pond

arrived just in time for University Park's
winter, and, thus at times, seems a bit
out of season: The first poem, "Jazz Serenade" by Michael Woods, sets the
reader among "a soft gust of wind, on a
hot summer night." Hey, it's cold outside!
Perhaps. though, this is just
what we needed at this latitude in January. The first is ue of the pond de. crvc
commendation though, perhaps. its funding has been at the cost of the function
of the school newspaper. Your new medium received three new complete MAC
systems while your newspaper received
one incomplete MAC that no one can

usc even if they were allowed to touch it.
With that said, and this author's biases
made known, he recommends the pond
as an enjoyable piece of literature you all
should read. You will enjoy it today, tomorrow, and for years to come.
the pond is a living document,
a testament of the here and now, and its
collaborators have effectively brought
to life. through their words. the thoughts
and emotions of students, faculty. and
rc. idcnts of the university community.
In Robb Dunn's "Common Ground," "We
go on Sundays to v1s1t the
wilderness ... far from L trains and congc!>ted streets where exhaust fumes coat
holiday shoppers with cpidreen filling
them with urban dimensia." This is University Park.
You will find personal accounts

by Bill Olson
That glossy, blue, 8"x8" booklet you may have heard of or seen floating around on campus of late has officially been made available-free of
charge-to students and faculty ofGSU.
The first issue of the pond made its campus debut last Thursday at its much anticipated inaugural reception.
And it's about time. The political and bureaucratic mate that your new
university literary magazine has traversed
has taken it<; toll. The Fall 1999 issue has

Give Them the Legacy of Literacy
The Eleventh Annual African American
Read-In-Chain
Monday
February 7, 2000
5-8 p.m.
Sherman Music Recital Hall
t ·;

Spo nsored by

The Black Caucus of The National Council of Teachers of English
The National Council of Teachers of English
African American Staff Caucus
Black Student Association
College of Arts and Sciences
Integrative Studies
Student Life Division
Need more information'!
Contact the Student Life Services Ofnce

Extension 4550

From: lucent.com

No wonder the English language is so very diff icult to
learn:
We polish the Polish furniture.
He could lead if he would get the lead
out.
A farm can produce produce.
The dump was o full it had to refuse
refuse.
The soldier decided to de ert in the
desert.
The pre ent is a good time to present
the present.
At the Army base, a bass was painted
on the head of a bass drum.
The dove dove into the bushes.
I did not object to the object.
The insurance for the invalid was
invalid.

The Green Mile is not the typical prison story filled with brutality from
inmates and guards, though there is
scene of beatings and abuses from
both. There is also one section of gore,
''The Bad Death of Eduard Delacroix,"
that anyone with a weak stomach and
vivid imagination should be wary of. But
while intertwined with a late-in-life romance, Edgecombe narrates the story of
his last year at Cold Mountain prison
and the many relationship that would
change his life.
King invested much more than
just his imagination in this piece of literary work. The research involved had to
be massive. Set in 1932, the details, down
to the most minute, were very accurate
lending credibility to the story. Though
The Green Mile is a work of fiction, it is a
safe bet that many of the incidents
could-and probably did-occur within
the penal system of that time.
The Green Mile is now published in a complete novel (approximately
$12.00) and on audiocassette (approximately $30-$36.00). But omchow having the story all in one book diminishes
some of the suspense. It is still available
in the six-book series (average price is
$2.99 with the last book priced at $3.99).
In order, they are "THE TWO DEAD
GIRLS," "Tiffi MOUSE ON Tiffi MILE,"
"COFFEY'S HANDS," ''The Bad Death
of Eduard Dclacroix," "NIGHT JOURNEY," and, lastly, "COFFEY ON THE
MILE." Reading each book, rather than
the complete volume, would enhance the
anticipation of the twists and turn of
the story.
For those who thrive on
cliffhangers, I would suggest purchasing the individual books one at a time.
You won't have to wait a month for the
next book to be published, but at lea t
you'll be able to stew with anticipation
until you can get back to the bookstore.
in the pond of death, love, and date rape.
You will enjoy playful reminiscences of a
flight over Cuba. a fir t date, and a trip to
the Cigar shop. There are even words of
ludicrousness such as in Maurice
Mcnocal 's "For What It's Worth," where
he characterize a young female music
store patron as "a second generation,
non-stop marathoning MTV idiot." This
little book will make you laugh. cry, and
see your surroundings in another light.
the pond is an original, innovative, and daring endeavor: the bits and
pieces paraphrased here do not do it justice. Take it home, read it. and place it
along side your collection of favorites.
Bound by time, culture, and geography,
Tte pond delivers a powerful collection
of poetry that anyone reading this review will enjoy.
The bandage was wound around the
wound.
There was a row among the oarsmen
about how to row.
They were too clo e to the door to
close it.
The buck doe funny things when the
does arc present.
They sent a sewer down to stitch the
tear in the sewer line.
To help with planting, the farmer taught
his sow to sow.
The wind was too strong to wind the
sail.
After a number of Novocain injections,
my jaw got number.
I shed a tear when I saw the tear in my
clothes.
I had to ubject the subject to a series
of tests.
How can I intimate this to my most
intimate friend?
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This 'n That
.

Odd news
If you think theft only ap-

plies on a physical basis:
The bad news is ......... .

,..

Cyber police in Sacramento,
CA.,said that a band of teenage hackers
allegedly u ed thousands of tolen
Internet accounts to gain access to computers at the Oak Rrige National Laboratories, Sandia National Laboratories,
Harvard, and six other site . Capt. Jan
Hoganson of the Sacramento Valley
High-Tech Crimes Task Force told
Computerworld that the kids u ed the
accounts stolen from ISP in Australia,
Romania, and the United States to can
for vulnerabilities at Oak Ridge and
Sandia. Police were notified by one of
the Internet service providers in December that they had received complaints of
an account that had been compronmcd.
The alleged perpetrator'> arc still bcmg
sought.

Going to the game? Want to
earn some extra cash? The
nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an
energetic, entrepreneurial
student to promote products
before sporting events.
• Great earn ings
• Part-time
• No sales involved
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA
I

If you think that miracles

do not include disa ters:

800.487.2434 Ext.4651
campusrep a americanpassage.com

The good news is ........... .
A suburban Cleveland grocer
told the local newspaper that hi'> '>lore
had a lot of bottled water left over from
Y2K and they were pondering how to
get rid of it. A solution oon pre entcd
itself when a 36-inch water main burst in
the downtown area, di rupting water service in the city and suburbs. Taking no
chance!>, re.,idents bought more than 500
cases of bottled water from the store.
The as istant manager stated, "It was
amazing. Like lions on a buffalo."
That goe to show you that
your pocket isn't the only thing that can
be picked. AI o, be careful of what you
wi h for--you might get it.

Missed it?

Medical Positioll

If you missed the pond's coming-out party, you can still get your
c pyofthenew tG ernor tate ni ersitypublication.

Seeking a part-time medical office
arproximatcly 20 hour'\ per
week.

a~si.,tant,

Copies are available in the Student Life Service Office. first floor of
'A' wing.

Mon., Tuc~ .. Thurs. Fri.. and every
sixth Sat.

Stop by and get your copy today!

Interested parties should call Ms.
Ibarra at (708) 532-5500 between 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on the above mentioned

Anyone interested in submitting to the pond or joining their staff can
contact them at pond@govst.edu

day~.

Sttdent Affairs and Services, Project Hope/Proyecto Esperanza,
Learning in Context, International Student Services, University
Academy and the Sttdent Life Division proudly present the....

ded and is lead by
Cbie11go perc:u:s:f!Onist. vocalist, teach r, and arts

acUf'

Kdil EJ'Zdu.

There tiriJJ be a guest performance by our own diverse Cbildren '• Work6hop
EzU.mbleon handmade mstruments of Afr/QUJ ongin. Bravo!

Good homes needed for a female and a male gray tabby.

Healthy
Lovable
Playful
Approximately 12 weeks old

Call (708) 429-2036
M-Th. before 12:00 noon

Governors
State
Universirv

For additional informahon, please
contact the
Student Life SeiV!ces Office
A-1120

Phone: 708-534-4550
Fax: 708-534-8955
Email: events@govst.edu

Hall
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rossword 101
" Millennium Meandering "

ByEdC..ty

ACROSS
1 1120'• )Mk. . Mgend
5 Buldlng plln
10 1·1-1M3JohnXXIII
14 Labor lllw lnla.
15 Region In the Alpa:Var
18 Seed cc:wM'Ig

17 ~·aaoon
18183tJ Wge.

18Peddle
20 1eo1 rmlo man
22 1860'• pop group
24 RoUelle bet

25Ciau
28 FentP1_1Be1-1951
29~e:Abbr

30~

34Takeheed
35 WMney 1785-1825
36 Almolt not
37 N4IWI org.
38 Gcnnberp'a 1455 Job
40 Tlle:Abbr
41 1850'a TV alar SJd
43 Lfeguud'l fringe
44 Big- theoly
45 ReylclaYik money

48 Mortar trough

"Dog lovers are right-- I'm
not inde(Jendenr. I'm dumb. "

47 Recipient d a gift
48 1850'• Bridge expetf
50 ~ Gore, for one
51 1885 ~pioneer
54 1610 alar gazer
58 Civil rfghta org. of1820
59Zeaku
61 - - parmeaan
62Legbone
63 Creep Wtay
64 Stake
65 Muter & Miltreu teed In
66 Bordeltlnel
67 1776...,.,....

DOWN

3 God d ttulder
4 1776 algner
5 Folowl fruit 01 vegetable
6 Hairlike atruc:turea

u.s.

7 1872
proposaJAbbr
&June 17, 1775 Bam. of
Bunlcer Hill, e.g.

CHESS

(Syndicated by the U.S. Chess Federation)
While everyone Is celebrating
the end of the millennium, which
is really December 31, 2000, It
might do us some good to think
about what was going on In American chess 100years ago.
We looked in the World Almanac
for 1900. On the chess page (imagine that!) they reported the results
of the 1899 American-British
cable match, then In Its fourth edition. We won ~- The American
and British universities also took
advantage of the relatively new
technology, with the British winning that contest.
The universities that were dominant in 1899 were Harvard, Yale,
Columbia, and Princeton. No surprise, but how things have
changed! Apparently, many states
used Washington's Birthday to
hold their annual state meetings.
Our own Jackson Showalter split
two matches with the Polish powerhouse David Janowski.
Emanuel Lasker was king at the
"great International Tournament
held In London." Everyone was
looking forward to another great
tournament to be held at Paris In
1900 as part of the Exhibition
there.
Chess was on a different scale
then. It Is necessary for us to see
this because we need a perspective on how far we have come.

J.Drtina

8

GftA•"±1M E-Md: EDCNU..._
Mill: Gra, P.O. a. 461, Set dMJ, NY 12311

Humor........... .
fro01: lucentco01

7

6
Subject: Great Writer
5

There was once a young man who, in his
youth, profes ed his desire to become a
great wri_ter.

4

3
2
1
a
g b
b c d
e f
White to move and mate in three
Chess changes with the times
despite Its seemingly timeless
rules. That was true back then and
Is true now. The great challenge Is
to change to what will keep the
game fresh and appealing to a new
audience without losing what has
made the game so popular for so
long.
Our problem Is from that World
Almanac. It was composed by J.
Drtina. The solution, as given In
the 1901 Almanac, Is 1. d8=N Rxf6
2. Nde6 Rfxe6 (or 2.... Bxe6 3. BxeS
mate) 3. Nb3 mate.
A happy and prosperous New
Year to all our chess friends and
their families.

-Pete Tamburro

For free Information about how to play, read and write chess, or receiving Oless Life,
contact the not-for-profit U.S. Chess Federation at 1-800-388-KING (5464), or write
USCF, Dept. 71,3054 NYS Route 9W, New Windsor, NY 12553. You can also visit us on
the World Wide Web: htt ://WWW.uschess.or

38 e>r.latatement:Law
39 SrrWiamount
42 Freud of1856 to 1939

44 Simon d 1783 to 1830
48 1835 Birth of NY
9 Blackthoma
47 100 c:tl.
10 1822-1Be5 blologlat
49Actrus Della born 1831
11 1980's pitcher HMshlser 50 Bert_, ML America MC
12 Heap
51100 yard run
13 Buldlng wings
52 PelnfiJ l8l"'latton
21 Ludwig's 182:r_to JCV' 53 PIMc bonel
23 Roae petal aroma
54 1etJ7- 18M cowboy AutJy
25 1817 Erie Canal builder
55 1fHKI'a TV host
28 Actor Lee 1840 to 1973
56Conlumel
27Give beck
57 Ben:elona cheers
28 More llippery
eo Mullclan'a Job
29 1864 bc»dng champ
31 1823-1864 Irish author
320riy

1 w.nder
2 Coli. eatabii#Jed In 1tu5 33 1871-11109/rlsh al.lfhtx

A Hundred
Years

35Goof
36 1778 algner Franlclln

When asked to define "great" he said, "I
want to write stuff that the whole world
will read, stuff that people will react to
on a truly emotional level, stuff that will
make them scream, cry, howl in pain and
anger!"

He now works for Microsoft, writing error messages.

Subject: The Kid Cycle
Whenever your kids are out
of control, you can take comfort from
the thought that even God's omnipotence did not extend to God's kids.
After creating heaven and earth, God
created Adam and Eve.
And the first thing He said to
them was: "Don't."
"Don't what?" Adam replied.
"Don't eat the forbidden

.,..... 0"'""

• YocAII hu no age. •
... PabloPauo

fruit." God said.
"Forbidden fruit? We got forbidden fruit? Hey, Eve ... we got Forbidden Fruit!"
"Noway!"
"Yes WAY!"
"Don't eat that fruit!" said
God.
"Why?"
"Because I'm your Creator and
aid so," said God, wondering why he
hadn't stopped after making the elephants. A few minutes later God saw
the kids having an apple break and wa
angry.
"Didn't I tell you not to eat
that fruit," the first parent a~ked.
"Uh huh," Adam replied.
"Then why did you?"
"I dunno," Eve answered.
"She started it!" Adam said.
"Did Not!"
"DID so!"
"DID NOT!!"
Having had it with the two of
them, God's punishment was that Adam
and Eve should have children of their
own. Thus the pattern was set and it has
never changed. But there is a reassurance in this story. If you have persistently and lovingly tried to give them
wisdom and they haven't taken it, don't
be hard on yourself. If God had trouble
handling children, what makes you think
it would be a piece of cake for you?
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SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY
COUNCIL

ACCOUNTING/ FINANCE
CLUB
ADV. DAVID GORDON EX. 4963
PRES. STACY SARGIS
VP.
JENNIE ROOD
SEC.
MeLANIE DEVON
TRES. LOREN BULT

~

Clubs &

Organizations

ADV. DAMON KRUG EXT. 5174
PRES. LAURA L. SWAYNE
VP.
CHRISTOPHER B.
SOULSBY
SEC.
DENISESCHROEDER
TRES. KATHLEEN SOSNOWSKI
SOCIAL COMMITTEE KATHI
PATTON

ACHE
(AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
HEALTH CARE
EXECUTIVES)
ADV. CLEMENTINE COLEMAN
EXT. 4916
PRES. MICHELLE HRIDAR

ADVOCACY CLUB
ADV. PEGGY WOODARD EXT.
PRES. ED KAMMER
VP.
CINDY KANSOER
TRES. BERNADINE M. MILLER

CHI SIGMA IOTA
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

JON CARLSON EXT. 4840
TERESA HANNON
REGINA WEAD
CASSANDRA WILSON
JON GINGARS

ADV. WILLIAM TAFOYA EXT.
4022
PRES. CHRIS LINARES
VP.
Vacant
SEC.
DAWN TALBOT
TRES . RON GUSTAFSON

ALPHA UPSILON ALPHA

ADV. YUN-YAU 'STEVE' SGH-1
EXT. 4547
PRES. FANGXING CHEN
VP.
MICHAEL COMER
SEC.
JOHN PANDIS
TRES. VISHAL CHERUKU

APICS
(AMERICAN PRODUTION
AND INVENTORY CONTOL
SOCIETY)
ADV. DAVID PARMENTER EXT.
4961
PRES. JAMES GRANT
VP.
RICHARD EVANS
SEC. REGINA MALONE
WEB MASTER DENISE DILLON

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
ADV. RACHEL BERG EXT. 4994
PRES. SANDRA HOFFMAN
VP.
MICHAEL SMITH
SEC.
LEE CAMPBELL
TRES. LYNNIA MALETZ
CO SEC. DORTHY T. ADEBAYO
ART FORM
ADV. ARTHUR BOURGEOIS EXT.
4012
PRES. JEANNE HURRLE
VP.
ANIA A. REBEIL
SEC. KELLY A. MUELLER
TRES. JAVIER CHAVIRA

BLACK STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
3148
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.

ADV. JAGEN LINGAMNENI EXT
4585
PRES. CONNIE SCHMITT

EARLY CHILDHOOD
ASSOCIATION
ADV.
436 9
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

HARIFA TOWN END EXT.
TARA KING
GLINDA RUIZ
CARRIE O'MALLY
DANA GRAHAM

ADV.
4591
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
SEC.
TRES.

ADV. KAREN PETERSON EXT.
4377
PRES. TERESA JOYCE
VP.
LINDA ARREDONDO
SEC.
BETH DWYER

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
ADV.
3087
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

VRENI MENDOZA EXT.
VISHAL CHERUKU
MIKITAKEO
HlROKO MASUIKE
KIM PAOLELLA

LAMBDA PI ETA
ADV.
PRES.
VP.

MICHELE McMASTER
JIM OOUGHERlY
JEAN HICKEY

SEC.

LORAINESORLEY

TREAS. JENNI LANGLAND
Scholarship Officer
CINDY KANSOERSCHNEIDER

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

DR. LEVINSON EXT 4578
SIKIRAT TIJANI
GLENN GRIFFITH
CELESTE ROZIER
VICTORIA PIERCE

DR. JOHN LOWE, lll EXT.
MICHELE MOHAMMADI
PAULETTE M. CESARIO
DAVID SERAFIN
KRISTEN KALINA
AMY SEUS

PHYSICAL THERAPY
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
ADV. JOYCE SLIGAR EXT. 4842
PRES. ELISA (CHRIS) WEBER
VP.
JAMES DONAHUE
SEC. REBECCA BUITRON
TRES . DIPIKA JAIN
CHAIRPERSON. CHRISTY
GOODMAN

STUDENT OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY ASSOCIATION
ADV.
4135
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

JESSICA PEDERSON EXT.
LOUISA T. FREDERICK
KRISTEN L. DEYOUNG
SARA ANDERSON
FETIMA DAVIS

STUDENTS IN
COMMUNICATIONS
ADV.
DR. ANA KONG EXT. 4083
PRES. JEAN HICKEY
VP.
JIM DOUGHERTY
SEC. LOIS BLUME
TRES. LARRY LARSON
Membership Chair:
LARRY LARSON
(219) 663-0922

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Join the INNOVATOR staff's
:
••
Cut 'n Paste Party
:
••
•:
:
Saturday
•

FUTURES TEACHER'S
ASSOCIATION

MICHEAL TONEY EXT.
GAIL LUTZ EXT.41 00
TAHTIA SMALLING
PAULL. STOVALL
BRYON WALLER

EUGENER. BLUE EXT.
REGENIA NOBLES
DEMAR C. CRISLER
VALERIE GARDNER
TONYA JONES

NSSLHA (NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH LANGUAGE
HEARING ASSOCIATION

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

(INTERNATIONAL READING
ASSOCIATION)
ADV. JOANNE ANANIA EXT. 4372
PRES. ANTOINETTE NORRELL
VP.
NANCY SPANIAK
SEC. JULIE CHUBERTH
TRES. ROBIN VON THADEN

ADV.
PRES.
VP.
SEC.
TRES.

SOCIAL WORK CLUB
ADV.
DR. WILLIAM BOLINE EXT.
4912
PRES. PRINCESS AVANT
VP.
MARJORIE NEELY
SEC.
RAE SMITH
TRES. SHARON BREYER
CONTACT PERSON KATHY PETRAK

CIRCLE K- OFF CAMPUS
ADV. SAM MASSELLI 708-7486435

COMUTER SCIENCE CLUB
ALPHA PHI SIGMA

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF BLACK ACCOUNTANTS,
INC

••
:

February 26th
Student Lounge
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

•

••
:

•• Get an inside view of how a newspaper is produced. Participate •:
: the old-fashioned way in the production of a n~ws?aper fro~ the •
• editorial process to piecing together the pubhcat1on that Will be •
• printed and distributed.
:

•: Refreshments will be available including a continental breakfast ••
• 'Wake up call!' 'I gotta take a break' lunch, and 'Putting it to :
:bed' celebration.
•

•• This event is open to GSU students from any college and any ••
: major. Reservation sheets are ava!lable in the Student Life Ser- :
• vice Office. Only 50 seats are available.
•

•• Further information will be provided at the time a reserva- •:
•• tion is made.
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1r-----------------------~
The club listings arc made as. a c~urtcsy t~ the students and club I
I members at Governors State Umversny. '!"e wtsh to present as accurate 1
information as possible to the communtty. Plc~se. fcc~ free to make I
I corrections directly on this page and submll 11 dtrcctly to the I
I INNOVATOR office, room A2134. Correction'> will be made immediately I
I upon receipt.

~-----------------------~
The INNOVATOR welcomes submissions and understands that the
office and mailbox may not be convenient to find. Though the INNOVATOR is not an online publication, it can accept submissions at the
email address of cyndit@worldnet.att.net. Of course, submissions
can be delivered by snail mail, inter-campus mail, or slipped under the
office door, however, other than meeting announcements of day, date,
time, and place, submissions must be on disk, preferably M~ w_ord
6.0 or tower. Articles not on disk cannot be accepted for publication.
Thanks!

